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Ingrain Olkin, known affectionately to his friends in his youth as "Red," 
was born July 23, 1924 in Waterbury, Connecticut. He was the only child of 
Julius and Karola (Bander) Olkin. His family moved from Waterbury to New 
York City in 1934. Ingram graduated from the Bronx's DeWitt Clinton High 
School in 1941, and began studying statistics in the Mathematics Department 
at the City College of New York. After serving as a meteorologist in the Air 
Force during World War II (1943-1946), achieving the rank of First Lieu- 
tenant, Ingram resumed his studies at City College. He received his B.S. in 
mathematics in 1947. 
Ingrain then began graduate study in statistics at Columbia University, 
finishing his M.A. in mathematical statistics in 1949. He completed his 
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professional training at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, by 
obtaining a Ph.D. in mathematical statistics in 1951. 
During his tour of duty in the Air Force, Ingrain met Anita Mankin. The; 
were married on May 19, 1945. Their daughters Vivian, Rhoda and Julia were 
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born, respectively, in 1950, 1953 and 1959. Ingram and Anita now are the 
proud grandparents of three grandchildren. 
Ingrain began his academic areer in 1951 as an Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Mathematics at Michigan State University. He early on 
demonstrated his penchant for "'visiting" by spending 1955-1956 at the 
University of Chicago and 1958-1959 at Stanford University. Ingram was 
promoted to Professor at Michigan State, but left in 1960 to become the 
Chairman of the Department of Statistics at the University of Minnesota. 
Shortly afterward in 1961 he moved to Stanford University to take a joint 
position, which he holds to this day, as Professor of Statistics and of 
Education. From 1973-1976, he was also Chairman of the Department of 
Statistics at Stanford. 
Ingram's professional ccomplishments span a broad spectrum, and have 
made and continue to make a significant impact upon the profession of 
statistics. He is an outstanding and prolific researcher and author, with nearly 
thirty Ph.D. students in both statistics and education. The professional 
societies in statistics and their journals have greatly benefited from his 
leadership and guidance. His contributions at the federal evel include his 
work with the National Research Council, National Science Foundation, 
Center for Educational Statistics, and the National Bureau of Standards. 
Over one hundred publications, five authored books, six edited books and 
two translated works are included in his bibliography. Although his prime 
research focus is multivariate statistics, his research contributions cover an 
unusually wide range from pure mathematics to educational statistics. Many 
of his papers and books are virtually classics in their fields--notably his work 
with A1 Marshall on majorization and related istributional and inequality 
results. His statistical meta-analysis research and book with Larry Hedges are 
also extremely influential. His text books on probability and on ranking and 
selection have made novel pedagogical contributions, bringing statistics to a 
broader nontechnical udience. Also of substantial value to the profession has 
been his editing of the Annals of Statistics Index and the three volume set 
Incomplete Data in Sample Surveys which derived from the Panel on 
Incomplete Data, which he chaired (1977-1982) for the National Research 
Council. 
Among Ingram's significant contributions to the statistical profession has 
been his fostering of the growth of quality journals of statistics. He was a 
strong proponent of splitting the Annals of Mathematical Statistics intothe 
Annals of Statistics and the Annals of Probability. He oversaw this transition 
as the last editor (1971-1972) of the Annals of Mathematical Statistics and
the first editor (1972-1974) of the Annals of Statistics. As President of the 
Institute of Mathematical Statistics (1984-1985), he was instrumental in 
initiating the journal Statistical Science and has served in the capacity of 
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co-editor since its inception. He was also influential in introducing the IMS 
Lecture Notes-Monograph Series. Furthermore, he was heavily involved in 
the establishment of the Journal of Educational Statistics, for which he 
served as Associate Editor (1977-1985) and as Chair of the ASA/AERA Joint 
Managing Committee. In all these and numerous other editorial activities, he 
strongly supports and encourages the major statistics journals to publish 
applications of statistics to other fields and to build ties with other scientific 
societies' publications. 
Ingram's activities also extend to his work on governmental committees. 
He was the first Chair of the Committee on Applied and Theoretical 
Statistics (1978-1981) of the National Research Council, and also was a 
member for six years of the Committee on National Statistics (1977-1983). 
He currently is involved with a major project o construct a national data base 
for educational statistics. 
As Ingrain will happily admit, he is a prolific traveler. He has given 
seminars at more than sixty American and Canadian universities, and at 
numerous universities in twenty five other countries. He also has attended 
statistical meetings throughout the world, and has been a visiting faculty 
member or research scientist at Churchill College (Cambridge University), 
Educational Testing Service (Princeton, NJ), Imperial College, the University 
of British Columbia, the University of Copenhagen (as a Fulbright Fellow), 
Eidgeniissische Technische Hochschule (Switzerland), the National Bureau 
of Standards, Hebrew University, and the Center for Educational Statistics. 
Anyone wishing to call Ingrain has to be prepared to be forwarded from one 
phone number to another. 
In his travels, Ingram has tirelessly promoted and advanced the discipline 
of statistics. On an outside review committee at a university, he will convince 
the dean to take steps to form a new department of statistics. On a 
governmental panel, he will persuade an agency to seek input from statisti- 
cians. He has been an effective advocate for increased interdisciplinary ties 
both in universities and in government, and has been equally successful in 
convincing deans and statistics department heads of the need to reward 
statistical eonsulting. At most statistics meetings, you will find Ingram in 
constant conversation--perhaps romoting a new journal, encouraging 
progress of a key committee, or giving advice about seeking grants or 
allocating funds. His public accomplishments are many and impressive, but 
equally important are his behind-the-scenes contributions. 
Ingrain flourishes when working with others. Many of his published 
papers are collaborations, and his collaborative relationships tend to be long 
lasting. Ingrain is always bursting with new ideas and projects, and delighted 
when a common interest develops. His enthusiasm is contagious, and his 
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energy and positive outlook (which are legendary in the field of statistics) are 
tremendously motivating to all around him. 
In describing Ingram, one cannot simply list his personal accomplish- 
ments. He is above all a remarkably charming and unpretentious person, who 
gives much of himself to his family, friends and colleagues. For his former 
students and the many young statisticians he has mentored, he is a continual 
source of wisdom, guidance and inspiration. All of us whose lives have been 
touched by Ingram view him with deep personal affection and great profes- 
sional admiration. 
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